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In the past few years，a series of terrible fraudulent affairs have happened in 
the lottery field，which makes lottery industry confront with a serious 
confidence crisis. Government has to focus our eyes on the management 
problem about lottery industry. A lot of suggestion that promote our government 
to supervise effectively has been put forward at the present time, but, to some 
degree, these suggestion are mostly one-sided and lacks an intact system 
framework. Realistic appeal and lack of theory make the subject --- “building up 
our country lottery industry supervision system” meaningful in theory and 
practice. On the basis of the research of the history and current situation of 
China lottery industry supervision system, drawing lessons from the ripe 
supervisory system of the west, this paper want to build up a supervision system 
suitable for the national conditions. Focusing mainly on the rebuilding of 
“backbone” but not merely the patch up of “terminal station” can be seen the 
characteristic place of this paper. This paper consists of three parts. 
The first part makes the definition of lottery and the supervision of lottery 
industry. On this basis, the author analyses the necessity of perfecting lottery 
industry supervision system by elaborating the basic theory of economics, 
ethnics and path-dependent. 
The second part reviews the history of China lottery industry supervision 
briefly in first. Then from the research of current situation and existing problem 
of the lottery industry development the author draws a conclusion that we 
should rebuild our lottery industry supervision system. 
In the third part, with reference to foreign advanced experience in 
supervision，some suggestions and tentative ideas in respect of the supervision 
system of China lottery industry are proposed. 














design theory and adopting demonstration and comparative analysis research 
approach, final purpose of the article is to build a set of intact lottery industry 
supervision system. I hope this work can be helpful to solve the present 
problems of our country. 
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选中号码的多少分级定奖；数字型彩票，这种彩票更简单、明了、方便，它采用 6＋1或选 3选 4的
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